Interhemispheric transport from the earth's surface north of 32.48N (region V N ) to the surface south of 32.48S (region V S ) is quantified using the path-density diagnostic developed in Part I of this study. The path density is computed using the Model of Atmospheric Transport and Chemistry (MATCH) driven by NCEP reanalyses. The structure of both the V N / V S and V N / V N zonally averaged path densities is examined in detail for air that had last V N contact (''V N air'') during January and July. The path density provides the joint probability that V N air will make its next surface contact with either V N or V S , that it will have surface-tosurface transit time t 2 (t, t 1 dt), and that it can be found in volume element d 3 r during its surface-tosurface journey. The distribution of surface-to-surface transit times, the probability of V N air making next contact with V S , and the probability of finding V N air destined for V S in the stratosphere are computed from suitable integrations of the path density. Approximately one-third of the V N air undergoes interhemispheric transport to V S , with a ;20% probability of being found in the stratosphere during its surface-to-surface journey. The stratospheric fraction has about equal contributions from the part of the stratosphere that is isentropically isolated from the troposphere and from the part that is isentropically connected to the troposphere (i.e., from the overworld and the stratospheric middleworld in the terminology of Hoskins). The flow rate through the stratospheric middleworld is about twice as large as the flow rate through the overworld.
Introduction
Interhemispheric transport is of fundamental interest because it determines the distribution of long-lived trace gases on the largest scales and because it involves the complex interaction between the midlatitude and tropical circulations. The subject has even captured the popular imagination with the Australian novel On the Beach (Shute 1957 ) about the fate of Southern Hemisphere (SH) survivors awaiting Northern Hemisphere (NH) radiation in a tale of nuclear apocalypse.
Numerous studies have focused on the mechanisms of interhemispheric exchange. For example, Bowman and Cohen (1997) analyzed the seasonal modulation of the Hadley cell as a mechanism for chaotic mixing in a twodimensional model with oscillating circulation cells. Gilliland and Hartley (1998) focused on the role of convection in a modeling context. Staudt et al. (2001) performed global simulations of CO and found that the upper tropospheric ''westerly ducts,'' where breaking Rossby waves can penetrate the tropics (e.g., Waugh et al. 1994 ), appear to be important for interhemispheric exchange. Ten-day back-trajectories in the vicinity of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) have been employed to interpret CO and O 3 aircraft profiles in terms of interhemispheric transport from the NH boundary layer to the SH midtroposphere (e.g., Williams et al. 2002) .
A number of useful diagnostics of the transport circulation are available, including particle dispersion statistics on time scales of days to weeks (Bowman and Carrie 2002; Bowman and Erukhimova 2004) , the zonally averaged diffusivity tensor (e.g., Plumb and Mahlman 1987) , the stratospheric residual-mean Brewer-Dobson circulation (e.g., Andrews et al. 1987) , and the stratospheric age spectrum of Hall and Plumb (1994) .
However, none of the existing diagnostics of mechanisms and transport circulations allow one to quantitatively deduce the advective-diffusive surface-to-surface paths that connect the hemispheres. In this study, we therefore apply the path-density diagnostic as first introduced by Holzer and Primeau (2006) and as reformulated by Holzer (2009, hereafter Part I) to quantify rigorously the surface-to-surface paths of air from the NH to the SH. The path density h(r, V f , t i 1 t|V i , t i ) is the density of paths at r, per unit volume (or mass) and per unit residence time t, that started on surface patch V i at time t i and that make next surface contact with patch V f after a residence time t 2 (t, t 1 dt). For the case of steady flow, hd 3 r dt is the mass fraction of air in d 3 r that will undergo the V i / V f trip in time t 2 (t, t 1 dt).
The basic questions we seek to answer are the following: How do the interhemispheric pathways depend on residence time? Are there any well-defined spatially coherent paths or does eddy transport cause the paths to meander over large regions in a more diffuse pattern? What regions of the stratosphere are most isolated from the surface and only accessed by very long residence-time paths? What is the probability of finding air undergoing interhemispheric surface-to-surface transport in the stratosphere? Because the photochemical environment of the stratosphere is very different from that of the troposphere, the last question is particularly relevant for assessing the importance of NH pollutants for SH air quality.
We answer these questions by computing the path density for interhemispheric transport using the Model of Atmospheric Transport and Chemistry (MATCH) driven by National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis data. Unlike the Brewer-Dobson circulation, which only tracks the slow residual-mean drift through the stratosphere, the zonally averaged path density is a distribution that identifies the surface-to-surface paths through the troposphere and stratosphere due to the combined action of residual-mean advection and the effectively diffusive dispersion of fluid elements by large-scale eddies (e.g., Plumb and Mahlman 1987) , binned according to the surface-to-surface transit time. Although Primeau (2006, 2008) found that the fast surface-to-surface paths of the ocean were organized by the large-scale current systems of the ocean conveyor, albeit for residence times too short to carry much of the transport, the atmosphere appears to be largely devoid of any recognizable zonally averaged conveyor structure that connects the extratropical surface of one hemisphere to the extratropical surface of the other hemisphere. The Hadley cells have only a weak signature on the corresponding surfaceto-surface path density. Effectively diffusive eddy transport dominates the zonally averaged interhemispheric path density in both the troposphere and the stratosphere.
Experimental design
The theory of the path density h and a simple algorithm for its computation were developed in Part I of this study. Briefly, h(r, V f , t i 1 t|V i , t i )d 3 r dt is the joint probability that air whose last surface contact occurred on V i at t i will make its next surface contact with V f after a residence time t 2 (t, t 1 dt) and that it can be found in d 3 r during its V i / V f journey. The computation of the path density requires the definition of ''transit boxes'' for which the volume (or mass) averaged path densityĥ is desired. The path density is then determined by computing G(r, t|V i , t i )dt i , the mass fraction of air that had last V i contact during (t i , t i 1 dt i ), and by continuously relabeling G in each of the transit boxes with the passive transit tracer associated with that box. The boxintegrated V i / V f path density is then simply proportional to the flux of the transit tracers onto V f , where a zero surface mixing ratio is enforced.
To compute the zonally averaged path density we define N F 5 180 axisymmetric transit boxes forming a coarse-grained grid of 12 latitudes and 15 levels, as shown in Fig. 1 . Except for the polar boxes, the latitudinal grid is approximately an equal-area grid (i.e., approximately constant spacing in sine latitude) from 64.88S to 64.88N. In the vertical, our transit boxes were chosen to straddle two NCEP levels except in the tropopause region, where they straddle single NCEP levels, and in the boundary layer, where the lowest transit box includes several NCEP levels. Our coarsegrained diagnostic grid thus has maximum resolution over the pressure range of the tropopause and makes no attempt to resolve boundary layer transport. (Note that the transport equation for tracers is solved using all NCEP levels and a ;1.98 3 1.98 horizontal grid.)
We must also define the control surface where fluid can be labeled and where surface-origin labels are removed. To diagnose interhemispheric transport, it is not desirable to use the entire earth's surface because enforcing a zero mixing ratio everywhere would tend to prevent important near-surface paths from being counted by our diagnostic. In particular, a key pathway that would not be diagnosed is the low-level inflow into the ITCZ, which supplies air from the source hemisphere for injection into the upper troposphere, where it then detrains into both hemispheres (e.g., Plumb and McConalogue 1988; Holzer 1999) . Turbulent diffusion and convection bring low-level air into surface contact, and enforcing a zero surface mixing ratio in the tropics would remove the surface-origin G label from air in the ITCZ inflow. We therefore exclude the region from 32.48S to 32.48N from being a contact surface and choose the union of the caps poleward of 32.48 in each hemisphere as the contact surface where mixing ratios are controlled. On the surface between 32.48S and 32.48N zero-flux boundary conditions are applied to the transit tracers and G. The boundary latitude of 32.48 is arbitrary but is motivated by two criteria: 1) the need to capture the low-level inflow into the ITCZ and 2) the desire to have the control surface cover regions of midlatitude industrial emissions so the air paths we diagnose are relevant to the interhemispheric transport of pollutants. Latitude 32.48 reasonably meets both criteria and divides each hemisphere into roughly equal areas (we did not use 308 because we chose to align the caps and the diagnostic boxes with the grid of the transport model). We adopt the simplest tiling for our control surface: V N is the cap north of 32.48N and V S is the cap south of 32.48S.
To compute G and the transit tracers x, we use MATCH, a three-dimensional global model of the atmosphere developed by Rasch et al. (1997) that uses the mass-conserving Split Implementation of Transport using Flux Integral Representation (SPITFIRE) flux algorithm (Rasch and Lawrence 1998) . We drive MATCH with T62 NCEP reanalysis data (Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et al. 2001 ) on a Gaussian grid of 94 latitudes and 192 longitudes (;1.98 3 1.98), with 28 hybrid levels up to ;3 mb. MATCH uses a nonlocal scheme to compute the boundary layer height below which a profile of vertical diffusion coefficients is prescribed (Rasch et al. 1997) , and convection is parameterized by combining a local diffusive scheme (Hack 1994 ) with a nonlocal penetrative scheme (Zhang and McFarlane 1995) . Tracer boundary conditions are implemented by specifying the mixing ratio for the lowest model level, and the flux of G and the transit tracers x into the control surface is computed as the mass of air that has its label removed per model time step when setting mixing ratio in the lowest model level to zero. Because the path density requires only the surface fluxes of the transit tracers, only two-dimensional fields need to be saved.
Because N F 1 1 5 181 tracers are required for each V i and t i , we restrict ourselves to V i 5 V N ; that is, we will only consider V N / V S and V N / V N transport. We will not consider air that had last surface contact on V S . Because of the significant computational demands of calculating the evolution of 181 tracers over several years, we limit ourselves to the last contact times t i 5 1 January 1999 and 1 July 1998. We also broaden the delta-function boundary pulse whose response is G (for details, see Part I) to a 24-h square pulse of amplitude 1/(Dt i ), where Dt i 5 24 h. Our probability density functions (PDFs) are thus conditional on air having had last contact during the 24-h period beginning at t i . Tracer fields were archived as instantaneous snapshots every 5 days except for the tracer burden, which was integrated every time step over the first month of rapid evolution.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the diagnostic boxes are defined in terms of pressure p, and we use p/g as the vertical massweighted coordinate (g is the acceleration of gravity). All diagnostic boxes are static in pressure coordinates with time-independent boundaries. Those boxes that are partially below ground will have smaller path densities by virtue of the transit tracers and G being zero there. The transformation of the equations presented in Part I to pressure coordinates is essentially equivalent to removing the density from all equations and replacing all volumes by the corresponding air mass. In particular, the volume y n by which the box integrals are divided to obtain the coarse-grained densities is replaced by the air mass in the box, and the volume element d 3 r is replaced by the air mass element dm contained in d 3 r. Correspondingly, in pressure coordinates the path density is a density per unit mass and per unit residence time. Because our boxes are zonally symmetric,ĥ is the zonally averaged path density. In summary, the algorithm for computingĥ consists of the following steps: d Initialize every transit tracer x n (r, t) associated with each of the N F transit boxes to zero at time t i and enforce x n 5 0 in the lowest model level over the entire control surface for t .
tegrating the global burden of G from t 5 t i to t 5 ' and dividing by M, the mass of the atmosphere.
In terms of the more complete notation of Part I, we used the definitions x n (r, t) [ x n (r, t; r n ; t i ) andĥ n [ h(r n , V f , t f jV i , t i ). In practice, the time integral needed to determine N is computed to a finite upper limit t ' , chosen to be sufficiently large that the integral from t ' to ' is either negligible or computable analytically by extrapolating the tails of the global burden of G. Because the global burden of G decays exponentially by a factor of 10 every ;2 yr (because of the zero-mixing ratio boundary condition on V N and V S ), N can be accurately determined with t ' being just a few years. For extra accuracy the global burden was extrapolated with a simple exponential fit. We obtain N (V N , 19990101) 5 0.5523 and N (V N , 19980701) 5 0.652, where the eightdigit integer is the date of t i . One may well ask how representative the path density is for a single value of t i . To roughly address this question, we also computed 1 yr of evolution of h for t i 5 1 January 1998. As expected, for short t the path densities are determined by weather and differ significantly, but after about 2 months the path densities for t i 5 1 January 1998 and t i 5 1 January 1999 have very similar patterns. Fluctuations of 30-day averages (computed from six 5-day snapshots) are modest, with differences between the two January cases generally being below ;10%. For t larger than about 1 month, the path densities of t i 5 1 January 1999 and 1 July 1998 should therefore be reasonably representative of winter and summer conditions. Of course, the atmosphere has fluctuations on all time scales, but the systematic investigation of the signature of flow fluctuations in the path density is beyond the scope of this paper. Broadly, fluctuations of h are governed by two opposing effects. The path density integrates over the intermediate time of transit t 2 (t i , t f ) [Eq. (12) of Part I], which is expected to provide some smoothing for long residence time t 5 t f 2 t i . However, regardless of t, the path density is determined by the flux of the transit tracers into V f at time t f , and this flux is sensitive to fluctuations in the boundary layer and to the local weather at time t f . Therefore, the long-t fluctuations of h are expected to be controlled by fluctuations in the surface flux of the transit tracers.
Results
a. Evolution of the mass fraction that had last surface contact with V N Before discussing results from the new path density diagnostic, it is useful to consider G(r, t|V N , t i )Dt i , the mass fraction of air that had last contact with V N during day (t i , t i 1 Dt i ). If normalized 1 by Ð ' ti G dt, the resulting distribution is also known as the age spectrum (Hall and Plumb 1994) . The zonally averaged evolution of G with age t 2 t i for t i 5 January 1999 is shown in Fig. 2 (the July case is qualitatively similar). In the troposphere the effect of zero-mixing-ratio boundary conditions at V N and V S as well as deformation by the Hadley circulation are evident. The stratosphere shows the expected evolution of G (e.g., Hall and Plumb 1994) : (V i , t i ) air upwells in the tropics and is mixed quasi-horizontally. The equator-to-pole slope of the G contours is steeper than that of the isentropes as expected from the balance between the steepening slow residual-mean Brewer-Dobson circulation and the flattening rapid isentropic mixing (Holton 1986; Mahlman et al. 1986) .
The passive tracer G shows where (V i , t i ) air is after a transit time t 2 t i , and broadly describes pathways into the stratosphere consistent with the Brewer-Dobson circulation. However, for a given V i / V f transit time t, G cannot describe the paths of (V i , t i ) air back to the surface. To quantify the V i / V f surface-to-surface paths, the path density is computed by continuously relabeling G in each interior transit box and ''measuring'' the flux of relabeled air into V f .
b. Evolution and seasonality of the zonally averaged path density
Figures 3 and 4 show the evolution of the path density with increasing t [ t f 2 t i for both the January and July cases of t i . In interpreting these figures, it is important to keep in mind that, unlike G itself, the path density does not evolve like a passive tracer but instead diagnoses the entire surface-to-surface transport. Consider first the N / S case of Fig. 3 for t i 5 1 January 1999. At the fastest times, represented by the t 5 45 days plot, the path density is concentrated near the NH surface. This is consistent with the dominant Hadley cell subsiding in the NH and its low-level branch providing an efficient advective path into the ITCZ. Note that the magnitude of the pattern (''max'' in Fig. 3 ) is about an order of magnitude below the largest densities, which occur for t ; 6 months.
At t 5 90 days the inflow into the ITCZ is still visible as a local maximum, but the largest path densities now lie in the SH midtroposphere, roughly centered just equatorward of the isentrope that connects to the northern edge of V S . This isentrope is approximately the interface between the region of the troposphere that is isentropically connected to the earth's surface and the region whose isentropes do not strike the surface but cross the tropopause-that is, between the underworld and middleworld in the terminology of Hoskins (1991) . Poleward of this interface, the path density falls off to zero toward the surface because rapid isentropic mixing brings air into V S contact. Thus, for reasons analogous to those discussed for the idealized 1D model in Part I, the path density is low in the regions of the troposphere that are in eddy-diffusive contact with either V N or V S (the A and B ''end points''). The concentration of the path density just equatorward of the interface for 3 & t & 6 months coincides with the largest V N / V S flow rate (discussed further in section 3d). Because the flux onto V S must ultimately be diffusive by virtue of the boundary FIG. 2. Evolution of the zonally averaged mass fraction of air that had last contact with V N during the Dt i 5 24 h period of 1 Jan 1999. The patterns for each transit time t 2 t i have been normalized by the maximum value for that time, indicated in the titles as ''max.'' As a visual guide, isentropes (dashed lines) and the magnitude-2-PVU potential vorticity surface (thick line), both evaluated at time t, are overlaid. Isentropes are shown in 10-K increments to 390 K, at 430 K, and from 500 to 1200 K in 100-K increments.
conditions, a high V N / V S flow rate implies high gradients of V N air close to V S . A concentration of the path density close to V S is therefore expected to be coincident with high flow rate because close to V S the path density approximates the mixing ratio G of V N air [in terms of the theory of Part I, this is because the interior-to-surface Green function in Eq. (12) becomes close to being a delta function]. The fact that this concentration is aligned with the middleworld/underworld interface is consistent with the eddy-diffusivity tensor being approximately aligned with the isentropes there (e.g., Plumb and Mahlman 1987) .
With increasing t the V N / V S paths have more opportunity to explore the atmosphere. From t 5 180 FIG. 3 . Evolution of the zonally averaged V N / V S path density for the residence times, t 5 t f 2 t i , indicated in the plot titles. The top (bottom) eight plots show the path density of air that had last V N contact during t i 5 1 Jan 1999 (1 Jul 1998). The patterns for each t have been normalized by the maximum value for that t, indicated in the titles as ''max'' in units of 10 222 kg 21 day 21 . Note that the vertical axis is linear in pressure for t # 315 days and linear in height for t . 315 days. As a visual guide, isentropes (dashed lines; for the same potential temperatures as in Fig. 2 ) and the magnitude-2-PVU potential vorticity surface (thick line), both evaluated at time t f , are overlaid.
to 315 days, the path density is seen to vertically homogenize throughout the tropical troposphere. Because t ; 180 days is the mode of the volume-integrated path density, ;180 days is by definition the most probable residence time of V N air destined for V S . Over the ;180 days of residence time, V N air has a chance to explore low-level paths while the dominant Hadley is descending in the NH, as well as upper tropospheric paths when there is active convection over NH land and the Hadley circulation is in the opposite phase. Consequently, large path densities are seen throughout the depth of the troposphere. By t 5 315 days, isentropic transport into the lowermost stratosphere is becoming evident.
At t 5 450 days, the maximum V N / V S path density lies in the SH lower stratosphere (LS) and is beginning to thin out in the troposphere. Note that the maximum path density is not found in the tropical lower stratosphere as might naively be expected from the Brewer-Dobson circulation. Although the signature of the BrewerDobson circulation can be seen in the tropical bulge of h, the maximum path density is organized into the midlatitude stratospheric middleworld. This is consistent with the fact that air that undergoes the V N / V S journey in 450 days is unlikely to have sufficient time to upwell across isentropes entirely above the tropopause, be isentropically mixed poleward, and then subside diabatically into the lowermost stratosphere to gain isentropic access to the troposphere and V S . Instead, most 450-day V N / V S paths pass through the stratospheric middleworld, which exchanges air sufficiently quickly with the troposphere along isentropes.
With further increasing t, it is becoming ever less likely to find V N / V S air in the troposphere, which primarily admits the fast interhemispheric paths. We expect to find long-residence-time V N / V S air in those parts of the atmosphere that are most isolated from the surface and that can trap air for a long time. Consistent with this expectation, Fig. 3 shows that the most likely place to find V N / V S air with t * 720 is the mid to high-latitude SH in a broad, diffuse pattern (recall that the abscissa is sine latitude). With increasing residence time the maximum V N / V S path density moves up in the stratosphere, ever further away from the surface as more time for slow diabatic transport becomes available.
The seasonality with respect to last-contact time t i can be seen in Fig. 3 by comparing the t i 5 1 July 1998 and t i 5 1 January 1999 cases. This seasonality is only pronounced for t & 2 months. The primary difference between the two cases is the absence of a pronounced tropical low-level pathway for the July air. Immediately after last contact, summertime deep convection over land and a Hadley cell that has its ascending branch in the NH allow the July air more ready access to the upper troposphere. A concentration of the paths at the SH middleworld-underworld interface occurs for both July and January air for residence times corresponding to the mode of the flow-rate distribution. Consistent with more ready access to the upper troposphere, the July case shows quicker access to the lower stratosphere. For t * 2 yr, the overworld (OW) patterns of the path densities of the January and July cases are similar. This is consistent with fluid elements having undergone many quasi-random ''eddy steps'' to erase memory of when last surface contact occurred.
Note that in both the January and July cases, the ascending branch of the Hadley circulation is not associated with a strong spatially coherent, advective signature in the zonally averaged V N / V S path density. For July V N air there is a hint of the ascending branch for t 5 45 and 90 days, but this is much weaker than the signature of the inflow into the ITCZ for January V N air. This suggests that the zonally averaged transport of V N air into the upper tropical troposphere is not a conveyor-like advective lift, but a more diffusive process in which departures from the zonal mean, as well as parameterized subgrid convective processes with both updrafts and downdrafts, play a crucial role. The lack of a pronounced ''advective elevator'' in the zonally averaged transport is also consistent with the findings of Plumb and Mahlman (1987) , who found that the ascending branch of the tropospheric effective transport circulation is associated with large vertical effective diffusivities. Figure 4 shows the V N / V N path density, which is directly available from the same tracers that were needed to compute the V N / V S path density, except that we now compute the flux into V Fig. 4 are much larger than those of Fig. 3 .] For the January case at t 5 180 days, this normalization de-emphasizes the pattern in the lower stratosphere, where the path density is in fact larger than for t 5 315 days. However, even without normalization, the V N / V N path density of the January air has a local maximum with respect to t for t ; 180 days (t f 5 t i 1 t in boreal midsummer), consistent with deep summertime continental boundary layers providing conduits for efficient mixing back to the V N surface (e.g., Holzer and Hall 2008) . For residence times from ;1.5 to ;3.5 yr, the evolution of the V N / V N path density mirrors the evolution of the V N / V S path density, except that the highest probability of finding the V N / V N air is now found in the NH stratosphere.
We note that the path-density patterns in the stratosphere do not have a conveyor signature tracing out the streamlines of the Brewer-Dobson circulation, consistent with the Brewer-Dobson circulation being a residual-mean circulation that is superposed on rapid isentropic mixing. Therefore, the Brewer-Dobson circulation cannot be thought of as an advective conveyor. The long-t path density does not tend to be spread across both hemispheres because the rapid wave-driven surf-zone mixing regions of each hemisphere are known to be separated by a tropical barrier (Plumb 1996 and references therein). Thus, for t & 3.5 yr, there is simply not enough time for V N / V S paths to explore the NH stratosphere or for V N / V N paths to explore the SH. For asymptotically long t, the path density might well be expected to be hemispherically symmetric. However, as we will see in the next section, at the longest residence time examined (6.5 yr) there is enough asymmetry between the hemispheres (at least in NCEP reanalyses) for the SH to be favored as the holding pen of the oldest air, a tendency also visible in G (Fig. 2) .
c. Evolution of the vertically integrated path density
To summarize the overall residence-time dependence of the path density, and to underline the conceptual appropriateness and utility of the 1D idealized model of Part I, Fig. 5 shows the vertically integrated path density Ð h dp/g for the first 2 yr of residence time. (The exact vertical integral is obtained by summing the box integrals of h and dividing by the area of the zonal box.) The vertically integrated h does not go to zero at the south pole because of the three-dimensionality of the atmosphere (V S is not a 1D end point), but aside from that the 1D model captures the qualitative behavior of the vertically integrated path density (see Fig. 2 of Part I). The V N / V S path density is highest in the tropics and subtropics, where the complex tropical mean circulation and convection will allow the V N / V S fluid elements to linger the longest in the troposphere without bouncing into either V S or V N . The January case is seen to have a mode that is narrower in residence time and several months shorter than in the July case, a phenomenon discussed further in the next section. That the spatial mode of the July case lies farther south than for the January case is consistent with the absence of strong NH near-surface paths for the July case (see also Fig. 3) . The vertically integrated V N / V N path density shows the expected nearly singular behavior for small t, much like the A / A path density of the 1D model. A true singularity is avoided here because the transport equation is integrated on a finite grid.
Although there is only a ;5% probability that t exceeds 3.5 yr (see section 3d), it is interesting to ask what regions of the atmosphere are most isolated from the surface and what the long-t behavior of the path density is. For t * 3.5 yr, the path densities of the July and January V N air have similar patterns concentrated in the upper stratosphere. At these long t the main difference between the July and January cases is the July pattern's 6-month lead in seasonal variations, so it suffices to consider only the January case. For t * 3.5 yr, the pattern of the path density is well summarized by its vertical integral from 0 to 35 mb (obtained by summing over the two topmost diagnostic boxes), with a qualitatively similar picture for any other upper pressure limit. Figure 6 shows this vertical integral normalized by the globally (horizontally and vertically) mass-integrated path density to compensate for the exponential decay with residence time. This normalization preserves the spatial structure and provides some smoothing in residence time. For a complete characterization of the seasonality, Fig. 7 shows the 0-35-mb integrated path density for the transit boxes poleward of ;658 without this normalization.
For the V N / V S paths, the picture is qualitatively similar to what we saw in Fig. 3 . With increasing t, the path density remains concentrated in the mid-to highlatitude SH stratosphere with only a mild seasonality. Although the meridional gradients south of ;458S are small relative to the interhemispheric gradients and poorly resolved with our coarse sine-latitude diagnostic grid, close examination of Fig. 6 shows that for t * 3.5 yr the maximum path density is found near the South Pole in austral spring and summer but then seasonally moves off the pole to lie between ;458 and ;658S in austral autumn and winter. Although the path density h is a t i -to-t f time average, the fact that the spatial maximum is located in the Antarctic approximately in phase with polar vortex breakdown [for a climatology of stratospheric vortices see, e.g., Waugh and Randel (1999)] suggests that the more rapid r-to-V S return paths from the lower stratosphere control the seasonality of h in the Antarctic: paths that enter the Antarctic stratosphere are trapped in the winter vortex where they subside. When the vortex breaks down in spring, the paths are released for subsequent rapid isentropic transport across the tropopause and contact with the surface.
The behavior of the V N / V N paths is more complex. For 2 & t & 4.5 yr, the maximum path density is found in the high-latitude NH stratosphere and displays a strong seasonal cycle. Similar to the V N / V S case in the SH, but with much more pronounced seasonality, the maximum V N / V N path density is located in the Arctic approximately in phase with the springtime breakdown of the Arctic polar vortex, followed by an erosion of latitudinal gradients and a seasonal movement of the maximum path density off the pole toward 308-458N midlatitudes in autumn. This suggests that the more rapid return paths from the Arctic lower stratosphere control the seasonality of h in the upper Arctic stratosphere. This picture is consistent with the seasonality of the V N / V S path density in the Arctic upper stratosphere (Fig. 7) , which is lagged with respect to the V N / V N path density by roughly the typical interhemispheric transport time. The fact that the seasonal amplitude of the path density in the Arctic is much larger than in the Antarctic (see Fig. 7 ) is likely a reflection of the NH's much larger seasonality in the activity of the breaking waves (e.g., Rosenlof 1995) that drive subsidence in the high-latitude lower stratosphere. Thus, although the phasing of the seasonality of the path density may be controlled by polar vortex breakdown, the amplitude of the seasonality appears to reflect the wave driving rather than the stability of the vortex.
Interestingly, for t * 4.5 yr, the maximum V N / V N path density shifts from the NH to the SH midlatitude upper stratosphere. There is a suggestion of a very slow trend toward the South Pole, but for the longest residence time available of ;6.5 yr, the maximum path density is still found between 308-458S. This behavior is consistent with the expectation that with increasing residence time we uncover ever more circuitous and slow surface-to-surface routes. The fact that the maximum V N / V N path density is not found in the Antarctic stratosphere at the longest available residence times suggests that Antarctic wintertime subsidence in the polar vortex followed by vortex breakdown may provide too efficient a return path to the surface to organize the slowest V N / V N paths.
When interpreting the patterns of the path density in the stratosphere, it must be kept in mind that the NCEP data used has poor resolution in the upper stratosphere, with the highest level reaching only to ;3 mb. Therefore, FIG. 5 . The vertically integrated zonally averaged path density as a function of residence time t for t # 2 yr.
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H O L Z E R no matter how long we integrate, we cannot expect to find the ultimate asymptotic behavior of the atmosphere's path density, which must involve the upper stratosphere, mesosphere, and beyond-regions entirely absent in the NCEP reanalyses.
d. Globally integrated flow-rate-density and path-density distributions
As shown in Part I, the t i -to-t f averaged V i / V f flowrate density f per unit volume (or mass) and per unit residence time is given by f 5 N Mh/t. The quantity f dm dt is the V i / V f mass-flow rate of air with t 2 (t, t 1 dt) that passes through mass element dm, whereas dt R f dm is the V i / V f mass-flow rate of air with t 2 (t, t 1 dt) regardless of path. Figure 8 shows the globally mass integrated flow-rate and path-density distributions, R h dm and R f dm. These distributions are seen to decay exponentially for t * 1 yr, with some superposed seasonal periodicity. The V N / V N flow-rate density displays the expected near singularity at small t. Because this singularity is not integrable in the continuum limit (Hall and Holzer 2003) , we cannot meaningfully further integrate over all residence times to obtain the total V N / V N mass-flow rate. However, because V S and V N do not overlap, the V N / V S flow-rate density is free of singularities and can be integrated over any range of t. Integrating over the residence times plotted in Fig. 8 , we obtain the total V S / V N flow rates for t # 1260 days indicated on Fig. 8 . To get a sense of their magnitude, note that if these flow rates were held constant, the entire mass of the atmosphere would make V S contact in ;3 yr.
Although our emphasis is on distributions, a single characteristic time scale is provided by the residence time for which the globally integrated V N / V N and V N / V S flow-rate distribution meet. This occurs at t ;that sufficient mixing has occurred for the troposphere to have lost all memory of where the air had its last surface contact. Figure 8 also shows the globally mass-integrated path density R h dm, which is the normalized joint distribution of residence times t and exit locations V f . Because f ; h/t, the mass-integrated path and flow-rate density distributions meet at the same residence times, but for V N / V S air the mode of R f dm is several months shorter than the mode of R h dm. The mode of R h dm defines the most probable residence time. For V N / V S air the most probable residence time is ;6-7 months for the January case and ;8-9 months for the July case. For V N / V N air the most probable residence time is zero, reflecting the overwhelming probability that eddy diffusion will return V N fluid elements immediately to V N . Careful examination of the curves shows that for t f 5 t i 1 t in boreal winter, the N / N curves for t * 1.5 yr lie on average above the N / S curves, consistent with vigorous isentropic wintertime mixing in the NH underworld returning V N air efficiently to V N . Further integrating R h dm over the residence times plotted (0-1260 days), one obtains the probabilities that V N air with t # 1260 days will make contact with either V S or V N . As indicated on Fig. 8 , the probability of surface contact after a residence time of 1260 days or less is ;34% for contact with V S and ;61% for contact with V N . The remaining ;5% will make surface contact after a longer residence time.
e. Domain-integrated path density of the troposphere, lower stratosphere, and overworld
We now calculate the probability that V N air, destined for V S or V N , can be found in the stratosphere during its surface-to-surface journey. Because of the importance of adiabatic transport, we distinguish between the part of the stratosphere that is isentropically isolated from the troposphere and the part that is isentropically connected to the troposphere [i.e., between the overworld and the stratospheric middleworld in the terminology of Hoskins (1991) ]. We define the tropopause as the magnitude-2-PVU (1 PVU
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) potential vorticity surface or the 390-K isentrope, whichever is lower. Following Hoskins (1991), we define the stratospheric middle world (LS) as the region between the tropopause and 390 K, and the OW as the region above 390 K.
The joint probability, per unit residence time, that (V N , t i ) air makes next surface contact with V f after a time t 2 (t, t 1 dt) and that it finds itself in a particular domain (LS or OW) during its surface-to-surface journey is simply obtained by spatially integrating the path density over the domain of interest. Because the time of transit t 2 (t i , t f ) is integrated out in the definition of the path density [Eq. (12) of Part I], the LS and OW domains are defined using the t i -to-t f averaged meteorological fields. However, whether the instantaneous fields at time t f or the t i -to-t f averaged fields are used turns out to have negligible effect on the results. In principle, one could define time-dependent transit boxes bounded by the tropopause and/or 390 K, but this would make the analysis more complex. The integration of the coarsegrained path densityĥ over the LS or OW is performed by first distributingĥ over the grid points of the NCEP data. We do this uniformly so every NCEP grid point in diagnostic box B n has the value of the path density for that box. In this way, contributions from boxes that straddle a domain boundary are appropriately apportioned to either side of the boundary. The integral ofĥ over the troposphere (TR) is obtained by subtracting the LS 1 OW value from the numerically exact global integral of the path density [Eq. (22) of Part I]. Figure 9 shows the TR, LS, and OW domain-integrated path densities. Integrating these distributions for a given domain further over the residence times plotted (0 to 1260 days) and normalizing by dividing by the same residence-time integral of the globally integrated path density gives the probability that (V N , t i ) air can be found in the domain, conditional on making next surface contact with V f and t # 1260 days. For both cases of V f and both cases of t i , these probabilities are indicated as percentages in Fig. 9 . About 20% of the V N / V S air can be found in the stratosphere at some time, roughly equally divided between the LS and OW. Finding January V N / V N air in the stratosphere is less likely, consistent with the fact that an efficient return path to V N is provided by the isentropes of the NH underworld. The shape of the curves of Fig. 9 quantifies the integrated effect of a number of processes. Consider first the V N / V S case (top two plots). The TR curves show a faster, narrower mode for January air than for July air. To a first approximation, the TR domain integral is equal to the integral over the entire atmosphere, which is proportional to the flux of V N air onto V S [Eq. (22) of Part I]. Although the flux onto the surface is expected to be strongly correlated with the boundary layer height, FIG. 8 . The globally mass-integrated flow-rate-density and path-density distributions for the first 1260 days of residence time t. Integrating over the residence times plotted gives the N / S flow rates indicated on the figure. These are the rates with which air left V N and made contact with V S after a residence time of 1260 days or less. (The N / N flow-rate density cannot meaningfully be integrated from t 5 0; see text.) The globally mass-integrated path density has been further integrated over the residence times shown to give the probabilities (indicated as percentages) that V N air with t # 1260 days will either make contact with V S or V N . most of V S covers the SH ocean, so we expect seasonality in boundary layer height to have only a minor effect. The amount of V N air available to be fluxed onto V S (which to a first approximation determines the vertical gradient toward V S , and hence the flux onto V S , because the mixing ratio on V S is held at zero) is provided by transport across the tropics, which is partly controlled by the phase of the dominant Hadley cell. The January air is able to take advantage of the near-surface advective path to the ITCZ (Fig. 3) that FIG. 9 . The path density mass-integrated over the domains of the troposphere, lower stratosphere, and overworld, as defined in the text. The percentages give the probabilities that the fluid considered (N / S or N / N, with t # 1260 days) can be found in each of the three subdomains during its surface-to-surface journey. These percentages are computed as the fraction of the residence-time integrals of the curves shown to the corresponding residence-time integrals of the globally integrated path density.
corresponds to the lower branch of the dominant Hadley cell, and 6 months later the descending branch of the dominant Hadley cell in the SH will bring some of the V N air from aloft to the surface. By contrast, the July air spreads more quickly and diffusively throughout the NH troposphere. However, 6 months later the dominant Hadley cell is ascending in the SH, which may contribute to the July V N air lingering longer without V S contact, giving a most likely residence time that is ;3 months longer than for January air. Zonally asymmetric flow features such as the Somali jet likely also contribute to shaping the zonally averaged V N / V S path density in ways that cannot easily be deduced from their influence on the Hadley circulation.
The modes of the LS and TR N / S distributions of Fig. 9 are in phase. This is consistent with the fact that the V N / V S path density is large in the upper troposphere at the most probable TR residence time, giving the V N air isentropic access to the LS domain. The mode of the LS N / N distributions occurs at much shorter residence times of t ; 2 months, consistent with the fact that V N is isentropically connected to the highlatitude tropopause and LS domain. The OW curves overtake the LS curves after ;1-1.5 yr of residence time. By t ; 3 yr, the OW and TR distributions are roughly equal. At these residence times the local path density is much larger in the OW than in the TR (Figs. 3  and 4 ), but the TR has about an order of magnitude more mass, which compensates in the mass-weighted integral. The seasonal periodicity visible in the OW distributions is the domain-integrated signature of the seasonality discussed in section 3c. Figure 10 partitions the globally integrated flow-rate density distributions of Fig. 8 into their TR, LS, and OW domain-integrated components. The domain-integrated flow-rate curves peak at earlier residence times than the corresponding domain-integrated path densities, as expected because f ; h/t. About 12%-14% of the total V S / V N mass flow passes through the stratosphere, with about twice as much flow through the LS than through the OW. Because f ; h/t, the OW receives less weight because the probability density for being found in the OW is peaked at long times, which are discounted in the flow rate by a factor of 1/t.
Discussion
Our calculations relied on the MATCH transport model driven by NCEP reanalyses, and both model and data have limitations and biases that must be kept in mind when assessing the results. Pawson and Fiorino (1998) document some of the NCEP biases by comparing with European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalyses (ERA) (Gibson et al. 1997) . Although our results would certainly be quantitatively different had we used ERA or some other meteorological driving data, the qualitative character of interhemispheric transport revealed by our diagnostic would very likely be unchanged. The sensitivity of our results to the parameterized transport of MATCH and to the coarse vertical resolution of the NCEP data in the stratosphere is less clear. The surface-to-surface transport considered involves transport through the planetary boundary layer as well as tropical deep convection, processes that are parameterized in MATCH. Although it is unlikely that different parameterizations or higher resolution would introduce first-order changes in the path density, the sensitivity of our results to such changes is unknown. The sensitivity to parameterizations and the convergence of the simulations with increasing resolution could be investigated by using idealized circulation models in the spirit of the work by Polvani and Esler (2007) , but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Summary and conclusions
The path-density diagnostic developed in Part I of this study was applied to interhemispheric transport from the surface north of 32.48N (V N ) to the surface south of 32.48(V S ). The path density provides a wealth of quantitative information on interhemispheric surface-tosurface transport with the following main findings:
d The zonally averaged and vertically integrated path density of the atmosphere has the same overall characteristics as the 1D model of Part I for a Pé clet number of order unity, underscoring the utility of the 1D model as well as the large-scale eddy-diffusive nature of atmospheric transport.
d The Hadley circulation does not have a pronounced advective conveyor signature in the zonally averaged V N / V S path density, except for the near-surface inflow into the ITCZ for V N winter air.
d For residence times close to the mode of the V N / V S flow-rate distribution, the corresponding interhemispheric path density is approximately concentrated just equatorward of the isentrope that connects to the northern edge of V S . Poleward of this isentrope the path density is low because of efficient, eddy-diffusive isentropic transport. The concentration of the path density just equatorward of this low-density region is necessary to achieve high eddy-diffusive flux onto V S .
d The streamfunction of the residual-mean BrewerDobson circulation does not describe the advectivediffusive surface-to-surface pathways through the stratosphere. Nevertheless, the Brewer-Dobson circulation has a signature on the seasonality of the path density and on the slope of its zonally averaged contours.
d The long-residence-time path density identifies the parts of the atmosphere most isolated from the surface and is therefore concentrated in the model's upper stratosphere. The long-residence-time V N / V S paths are concentrated in the high-and midlatitude SH stratosphere, and the maximum of the longresidence-time V N / V N path density transitions from the Arctic and NH midlatitude stratosphere to the SH midlatitude stratosphere for residence times exceeding ;4.5 yr.
d The most probable V N / V S transit time is ;6 months for air that had last V N contact in January and ;9 months for air that has last V N contact in July. The atmosphere loses memory of where last surface contact occurred in the sense that the V N / V S and V N / V N flow rates become approximately equal for surface-to-surface transit times exceeding ;4 and ;6 months for the January and July cases, respectively.
d Approximately one-third of the air that had last surface contact with V N will undergo interhemispheric transport and make its next surface contact with V S , with the approximately remaining two thirds returning to V N . Only ;5% of the V N air destined for either V S or V N has a residence time exceeding 3.5 yr.
d Approximately 20% of the V N / V S air and ;15% of the V N / V N air can be found in the stratosphere during its surface-to-surface transit, roughly equally partitioned between the stratospheric middleworld and the overworld. The corresponding flow rates through the stratosphere account for ;12%-14% of the total flow rate, with the lower stratospheric middleworld carrying roughly twice as much flow as the overworld.
The analysis presented in this paper has provided an entirely new quantitative look at interhemispheric transport through both the troposphere and stratosphere. The path density quantifies the probability of finding at any interior point r (or in any specified interior volume) surface air that is undergoing V i / V f surface-to-surface transport in a given transit-time interval. From the path density, the corresponding timeaveraged flow-rate density can then easily be calculated. One possible application of the path density, therefore, FIG. 10 . The flow-rate density mass integrated over the domains of the troposphere, lower stratosphere, and overworld, as defined in the text. Further integration over the residence times plotted gives the V N / V S flow rate of V N air with residence times of 1260 days or less, via the TR, LS, and OW domains. These flow rates are indicated as a percentage of the corresponding total V N / V S flow rate given in Fig. 8 . Note that the LS and OW curves have been multiplied by a factor of 5 so they are more clearly visible.
is the identification of the photochemical environments that surface air and its pollutants sample during longrange surface-to-surface transport, together with a quantification of the average flow rate through these photochemical environments. For example, we have shown here that ;20% of NH boundary layer air passes through the stratosphere on its way to the SH surface, which implies that any model used for the quantitative assessment of interhemispheric pollution must contain realistic representations of both stratospheric chemistry and transport. The path-density diagnostic could also be used to improve our understanding of intercontinental pollution within the NH [for the observed and potential impact of trans-Pacific transport on North American air quality see, e.g., Jacob et al. (1999) and Jaffe et al. (1999) ]. The residence-time partitioning of the pathways bounds the time available for reactions to take place en route and limits the relevant chemical species to those with sufficiently long chemical (or radioactive) lifetimes to complete the journey in the required surfaceto-surface transit time.
In addition to fundamental atmospheric transport studies and applications to atmospheric chemistry, the path density will also have applications in oceanography, where, for example, the pathways of nutrients are of interest (e.g., Williams et al. 2006) . The simplicity with which tracers can be set up to compute the path density using readily available forward transport models will hopefully encourage others to compute the path density of atmospheric and oceanic flows to establish the surface-to-surface transport pathways and their role in biogeochemical cycles.
